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 Also you can use it to make your own video clips! A: You will not have an actual 'Video' just a 'Video Index'. This is just a list of videos that are the ones stored on the CSP's device. You could use the CLI to show you a list of all video files in a directory, so you could do something like this. csp device -l #Would show you all of the videos that are stored on the CSP csp video -l #Would show you a list
of all video files in the current directory csp video -l /home/me/videos/ Q: XNA Contact List How do i check if an object has already been contacted by another object? For example i have two circles var a = new Circle(...); var b = new Circle(...); if(a.contacted(b)) // returns false ... if(b.contacted(a)) // returns true The contact list of both objects is empty. Also there are no collision algorithms used, so
even if they collid, it is not counted as a contact. I found an implementation that checks if the x-axis is below zero (if there is a y-axis and z-axis, it checks if the first is below zero, and if it is then it checks if the second one is below zero, etc) and this works sometimes, but it is very bad for performance. How can i implement this in a way that is both readable and easy to code (I'm new to XNA)? Edit:

I had previously stated that there were no collision algorithms used. I now see that there is actually an algorithm. I was being sloppy. The contact information is in a contactList, which is probably a GameObject[]. Basically, whenever you have a contact, you increment the contactList[]. If the two colliding objects both have an empty contactList, then they didn't have a contact. Note that you do not
need to check whether the contact list is empty. The contact lists will be only populated when two GameObjects have a contact. Photos: (Elyse Morgan/The Washington Post) Washington, D.C. – At a press conference for Hillary Clinton 520fdb1ae7
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